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ABSTRACT

The modelling of control loops within functioning biological
organisms is a prerequisite for a successful treatment or ther-
apy development and implementation in biological systems.
Similarities in emergence and sequential lifecycle steps of
human made artificial control systems (ACS) and natural
biological control systems (BCS) in multigeneration scale are
analysed and compared to extract additional knowledge for
modelling procedures.
The development of ACS includes: 1) definition of targets, 2)
design of control system, 3) execution of control system, 4)
behaviour of technical object as observable result, 5) feedback
to the design.
The development of BCS has appropriate steps in different
execution and includes: 1) predefined targets (survival and re-
production), 2) genome (as design of control system), 3) cells
and organism (as execution of biological control system), 4)
behaviour of biological object as observable result, 5) feed-
back to genome (as design of control system).
The differences and common features in execution principles
of each step in both lifecycles are discussed. Consequences of
ACS and BCS lifecycle joining in case of artificial control of
biological system are discussed.
Perspectives of Systems Biology as emerging science about
modelling of biological processes regarding modelling of
BCS are mentioned.

INTRODUCTION

Historically the control theory first arose out of a need to un-
derstand the behavior of systems. This theory was then used to
design and engineer better systems. It is not difficult to fore-
see that, in biology, control theory may follow the same path
(Ingalls et al. 2006). The effect prediction and the analysis of
control system implementation becomes complicated in case
of biological object of interest: it has own control loops and
competition of several loops of object and designed control
system can occur. An understanding of dynamic behaviour of
biological object is important forecasting consequences of any
interaction with it. In the new science Systems Biology (SB)
behaviour of biological system can be analysed as expression

of genetically coded control system of an organism (Al-
berghina and Westerhoff 2005, Ingalls et al. 2006, Klipp et al.
2006).
Holistic approach based quantitative model of a biological
object or process becomes a tool that can either confirm or
deny new hypotheses about elements and interactions of a
functioning biological system as model and its original (bio-
logical object) can be compared in dynamic behaviour. Vali-
dated model can become a tool for intensive experiments be-
fore implementation of a control or therapy under most criti-
cal circumstances taking into account transition processes.
In multigeneration evolutionary scale the development of
technical and biological systems has similarities and differ-
ences in strategies and means of execution.
The goal of this paper is to analyse differences and similarities
in evolutionary lifecycles in scale of many generations of
biological objects as natural biological control systems and
human made artificial control systems. Joint life cycles in case
of controlled biological object have to be analysed. Control
analysis related possibilities of Systems Biology as a new bio-
system modelling approach have to be analysed.

DEFINITIONS

An artificial control system (ACS) is a human designed con-
trol system. It can be executed by technical, chemical, bio-
logical or other means. By ACS in this paper is meant very
wide range of control systems for example simple technical
control system (climate control system in a building), complex
technical control system (control system of an aircraft), hu-
man made control system of biological objects (fermentation
process control), human designed control of biological object
by another biological object (pest control by purposeful intro-
duction of their biological enemies).
A biological control system (BCS) is in biological reproduc-
tion process developed control system that ensures internal
processes within biological object and interaction processes
with environment. Features of biological objects are metabo-
lism and reproduction. BCS controlled biological objects are
for example all living organisms (plants, animals, humans) as
well as their subsystems (body temperature control, metabo-
lism, processes within a cell).
There are different definitions of Systems Biology (SB) avail-
able indicating different accents of SB mission:



- SB research behaviour and interactions of elements in func-
tioning biological system (Palsson 2000, Ideker et al. 2001).
- SB can be defined as understanding of complex biological
systems integrating experimental and computational research
(Kitano, 2002).
- SB studies how properties of live forms arise from interac-
tion of their components (Reiss 2005).
Systems biology approaches comprise (Reiss 2005):
• The enumeration of network and pathway components in

complex  biological contexts,
• The reconstruction and mathematical modelling of net-

works, pathways or living systems,
• The  mathematical  representation  of networks  based  on

quantitative  biological datasets,
The mathematical analysis and simulation of networks to assess
their properties and biological experiments to verify or falsify
mathematical models of biological systems.

ACS AND BCS LIFECYCLES

Successful ACS and BCS have to fulfil the goal of control.
ACS is made by humans and therefore the lifecycle of suc-
cessful control system is well defined. Experience and com-
mon sense set rational sequence of operations.
The lifecycle of ACS and BCS consist of operations with
similar meaning executed by completely different methods
and means (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Life cycle of ACS and BCS.

Goal setting

The first stage of ACS lifecycle is the setting of control goal
by developers of system - humans. Different tasks can be set
to reach goals: stability, safety, efficiency and others.
The first stage of BCS lifecycle – setting of goals and targets -
takes place without humans. Still there are two targets that are
common for all biological objects: reproduction and survival
as there is no other way to continue evolution and other crite-
ria’s become less important in multigeneration scale.

Design

The second stage of ACS lifecycle is the development of a de-
sign to reach the tasks. The design usually is based on some of

the best previous generation designs that have to be more or
less improved accordingly to collected experience.
The second stage of BCS lifecycle ends by next generation
organism design: genome (Klipp et al. 2006) represented as a
set of DNA double helix. That is a form of design record that
contains all the necessary information to build a biological
system. A incremental development of genome takes place in
iterations with one generation step. The base of the new ge-
nome is the combination of parent genomes that have proven
ability to survive and reproduce. The next iteration of a ge-
nome is modified by crossover and mutations thus providing
flexibility of next generation. A set of the BCS (genome) of
every specie of biological organism is recorded by the same
means – a DNA molecule thus indicating enormous potential
of this form of record.

Implementation

ACS has to be built accordingly its design. Often the object to
be controlled is an autonomous system and ACS is a separate
unit. Build-up of ACS usually is modular. Ready modules are
interconnected until stage when system can function.
The implementation of BCS design is automatic reproduction
of cells the way as it is set in the genome. BCS develop si-
multaneously with the biological object (from system of sev-
eral cells to complete organism) to be controlled and has to
control the system during different development stages where
different modules develop from stem cells. In case of BCS it
is usually impossible to split the object and BCS.

Behaviour

The behaviour of the ACS in a technical system should corre-
spond to the planned dynamic behaviour. ACS has high re-
peatability: Properly functioning ACS behaves the same way
if circumstances stay the same. Complicated control system
often needs fine-tuning or some not automated adjustments.
The genome defines BCS behaviour in all its complexity.
Even flexibility is encoded in the genome as it does not
change during a lifetime of a single organism. Some control
loops of BCS that are responsible for internal processes in
biological object act since birth through different growth
stages of biological object. Parents and specific circumstances
of the environment tune later some other loops (conditional
reflexes) of BCS that are responsible for interactions with en-
vironment where the biological object has to fulfil its targets –
survive and reproduce. This kind of flexibility enables adap-
tation of biological object where it is necessary. BCS has low
repeatability: BCS may behave different even if circumstances
stay the same.

Feedback

The fine-tuning and some adjustments as described earlier in
the item “Behaviour” may be part of multigeneration level be-
haviour of ACS and BCS.
ACS is successful if the goal of implementation is reached.
Then ACS should be copied (reproduced) accordingly previ-
ous successful design creating a batch of ACS as a “off-
spring”. The design might be slightly corrected for specific
circumstances if they are known in advance. In the case of un-
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successful ACS design can be radically changed in one gen-
eration step using other means or (and) structure of ACS.
BCS is successful if readiness for reproduction is reached and
an offspring is produced. Otherwise the genome (design) of
BCS will not be repeated in the next generation. The research
in genetics gives overview of genome repeatability in the next
generation (Klipp et al. 2006). Actually it is not repeating.
The crossover and mutations create a variety of BCS offspring
preparing designs of BCS for possibly changing circum-
stances. Still the main part of offspring is almost a copy of
successful previous generation. Mutations take care of ex-
tremes in the new generation. That is a strategy that allows
being ready for unpredictable environment changes, which are
even not experienced by previous generation. Still the feed-
back of successful parents is a strong guideline.

ARTIFICIAL CONTROL OF BIOLOGICAL OBJECTS

The interest about biological objects and processes if often
caused by a wish to control them (change their behaviour).
Control of biological system without artificial changing BCS
(genome) can be executed by a modification of environmental
parameters of the biological object. BCS as a set of control
loops will react to changes in the environment. The knowl-
edge about reaction rules of BCS (including dynamics) to en-
vironmental changes is the key to ACS design. If the goal of
ACS implementation is a specific behaviour of biological ob-
ject it is necessary to know which environmental parameters
can cause it. ACS has to be designed to ensure the necessary
environment.
ACS can be optimised accordingly efficiency criteria (costs,
safety, environmental friendliness) if there is more than one
set of environmental parameters that cause needed behaviour
of BCS.
Thus the development of efficient ACS of a biological object
is closely related to the BCS. Lifecycles of ACS and BCS
(Figure 1) have to come together into a unit “artificially con-
trolled biological object” (Figure 2). Assuming that we can
not change BCS lifecycle, the one of ACS has to be adapted.
Several significant changes take place (Figure 2):

1. Two control systems: BCS and ACS are working in
parallel. They interact and compete via one or several envi-
ronmental parameters. Transition processes (Weyrick 1975,
Stalidzans 2005; Stalidzans and Markovitch 2005a,b; Dorf
and Bishop 2005) become critical. Only ACS can be modified
to ensure safe control process. This kind of task can be solved
by the methods of control theory if both control systems are
described mathematically by differential equations. That can
be done for ACS as it is human made system. Quantitative
mathematical description of BCS is problematic as its design
(genome) is not human made and the list of system compo-
nents is not sufficient without description of their interactions.
The quantitative description of BCS dynamics is a huge re-
verse engineering problem where SB offer new approaches
and methods trying to combine dynamic experiments of be-
haviour with DNA-encoded design elements of BCS. The cur-
rent stage of SB does not offer complete BCS model of even
smallest and simplest cell. Still often model of a part of the
process of interest is highly valuable.

2. Feedback loop of BCS is changed. Within the feedback
loop “Genome”, “BCS within biological object” and “Be-
haviour” the node “BCS within biological object” is changed
by interaction with ACS forming new node “ACS+BCS
within biological object”. As a result in next generation’s
better reproduction rate will get the biological objects, which
are the best for environment modified by ACS. Thus genome
(design of BCS) via feedback will shift from optimal behav-
iour in the environment towards optimal behaviour in the en-
vironment changed by ACS. This fact brings potential danger:
will biological object survive if ACS is removed and the
changed genome (ACS impact) will have to fulfil survival and
reproduction target in historical (without ACS) environment?

Figure 2. Lifecycle of meld ACS and BCS during control
of biological objects. Colored area is impacted process of

BCS cycle.

3. A new feedback loop “Design”, “ACS+BCS within
biological object” and “Behaviour” has developed. Thus de-
sign of ACS can be improved taking into account human
made and predictable ACS and hardly predictable nature
product BCS. The hardly predictable BCS cause hardly pre-
dictable behaviour as well as its feedback to the design. Thus
ACS lifecycle has to be more adaptive to stay effective in next
”generation” of ACS.

4. Overlapping of feedback loops mentioned in items 2
and 3. Both loops have two common nodes: “ACS+BCS
within biological object” and “Behaviour”. Two feedback
loops improve their performance at the same time accordingly
the node “behaviour”. This is another competition of ACS and
BCS taking place in different time scale compared to the
competition in dynamics described in item 1). Control system
design competition (design in case of ACS and genome in
case of BCS) takes place in long term – many generations of
ACS and BCS development. Also there transition processes
are possible because of competition but it takes place in re-
spectively slow speed. Accordingly to control theory adaptiv-
ity of ACS design has to be quicker than the one of genome to
take lead in this competition.
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PERSPECTIVES OF SYSTEMS BIOLOGY (SB)

The representation of biological models in form of differential
equations used in SB is the necessary precondition in use of
control theory to describe BCS (regulatory networks in SB)
the same way as ACS. Thus SB can contribute in control de-
velopment of biological objects (Ingalls et al. 2006). Some di-
rections of SB and other related sciences like bioinformatics
aim to describe evolutionary process allowing analysis of
biological objects in multigeneration scale as well measuring
intensity of mutations and crossover and their effects on evo-
lution.
Currently SB is mainly focussing on simulation of bio-
molecular processes within and between cells that are building
blocks of any living organism. This knowledge has to be used
in quantitative modelling of genetic, subcellular, cellular, tis-
sue, organ, and system structures (Noble, 2006) that very of-
ten are targets of biological object control.

CONCLUSIONS

The differences in evolutionary lifecycles in scale of many
generations of biological objects as natural biological control
systems and human made artificial control systems are found
mainly in means of their execution while the function of feed-
back loop has many similarities.
The development of ACS includes 1) definition of targets, 2)
design of control system, 3) execution of control system, 4)
behaviour of technical object as observable result, 5) feedback
to the design. The development of BCS has appropriate steps
in different execution and include 1) predefined targets (sur-
vival and reproduction), 2) genome (as design of control sys-
tem), 3) cells and organism (as execution of biological control
system), 4) behaviour of biological object as observable re-
sult, 5) feedback to genome (as design of control system).
Lifecycles of ACS and BCS partially meld in case of artificial
control of biological object. Following new effects take place:
1) two control systems (ACS and BCS) act in parallel as some
of their loops cross and transition process has to be taken into
account, 2) feedback loop of BCS is changed, 3) feedback
loop of ACS is changed, 4) feedback loops in ACS and BCS
lifecycles overlap. Melding of ACS and BCS development
lifecycles cause evolutionary shift in genome that has to be
compensated changing ACS.
The new science Systems Biology aims to describe behaviour
of BCS controlled biological systems in form of quantitative
dynamic models. This approach allows application of auto-
matic control theory for ACS development and optimisation
of ACS and BCS collaboration leading to improvement of
control development for biological processes.
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